HIGHLIGHTS

- In November, Shelter/NFI/CCCM Cluster partners finalized the Humanitarian Response Plan Process. Following the review of the Cluster’s Vetting Committee on the 19th of November, three projects targeting the Shelter and CCCM needs of IDPs in the Lake Region and one project targeting the shelter needs of returnees in the South were approved.
- With the approval of a new Cluster Strategy in 2018, Cluster partners undertook the Cluster Coordination Performance Monitoring. The exercise evaluates how both partners and coordination team have done in implementing the strategy and the Cluster’s core functions. Partners at national and subnational level reviewed their perspective on how the cluster was performing and provided recommendations on how the Cluster can improve its performance. The Cluster will focus on how it can implement these recommendations in 2019.
- On the 5th of December, the Shelter Cluster Team together with the Chadian Red Cross conducted a visit to Magui in order to discuss shelter and settlement solutions. IDPs requested additional technical assistance in order to improve their building practices and to get access to materials that would help the durability of their structures.
- Subnational Cluster partners developed a strategy for the distribution of NFIs in Kaiga Kindjiria. Partners met on the 6th of December in Bagasola in order to review content of NFI kits and to plan the distribution, verification of beneficiaries, and monitoring plan.

COVERAGE AGAINST TARGETS

Households (4.18 people per household)

NEED ANALYSIS

- Many households in the Lake Region have requested technical assistance to improve their construction of adequate shelter with locally available materials.
- Only 314 households received a mid-term/durable shelter solution in the Lake Chad Region.

RESPONSE

- 19,511 IDP’s households and returnees were provided with NFIs assistance, Lac Region.
- 2,275 IDP’s and returnees households received emergency shelter assistance, Lac Region.
- 314 IDP’s households have benefited from long term shelter support, Lac Region.
- 910 returnee households have received permanent shelter assistance in the South Chad region.
- 6504 Returnees households have benefited from long term shelter support.

KEY FIGURES

- 12 Cluster partners
- Households (4.18 people per household)
- Funding:
  - Total funding required: $9.3 M
  - Funded: 14%
  - Source: www.fts.unocha.org

KEY DATES

- Mai 2015: Activation of Shelter/NFI/CCCM Cluster
- August 2015: Activation of Subnational Shelter/NFI Cluster
- August 2018: SAG approves new Shelter/NFI/CCCM Cluster Strategy
- December 2018: Partners update Cluster Coordination Performance Monitoring

KEY DOCUMENTS

- Stratégie Cluster Abris-AME-CCCM Tchad-16 juillet 2018
- IM Stratégie TCHAD CCCM Abris AME - 20180607
- Suivi de Performance de Cluster Abris/AME/CCCM

KEY LINKS

- Chad Shelter Cluster page
- Chad Humanitarian Response Shelter/CCCM Cluster page
GAPS / CHALLENGES

- Resource mobilization for shelter assistance is a challenge
- Technical solutions for more permanent housing should be developed.